Inf 2A

Response to student feedback in 2018/19 course survey

I/We have taken note of the feedback from students in this course survey, and have the following comments in response.

- We are glad that students appreciated the tutorials and that many comments recommend engaging with these.
- (from Mary) There are a few comments complaining about my lecture delivery. I think these probably relate to the material on LL(1)-grammars and parsing for these - that section is not material I know from the past. It was my first time teaching on Inf2a and I was underprepared for these lectures. If I was teaching again (unfortunately Inf2a isn't teaching in 2019/20) I would have this fixed.
- We both think that this course delivers some nice material and enjoyed teaching it. Also we feel that (despite a few niggles) students enjoyed the course too.

Mary Cryan and Shay Cohen, 14th May 2019